Who wants to change their country of residence, faces a basically two good solutions:
economic citizenship or naturalization. Economic citizenship can be obtained rapidly
and usually without the non-economic conditions. Naturalization is associated with
different responsibilities.
Economic Citizenship in Europe was available only in

Austria.

We can this thing for you or your clients to arrange without any problems, we
have the necessary contacts. In Austria you can get citizenship and a passport
within 18 months. Terms of citizenship "old" state of the European Union, so with
all the rights of EU citizens. Whoever gets Austrian citizenship need not be
resident in Austria. The applicant is not subjected to any language exams and
without problems gain citizenship for their children and their families. Dual
citizenship is permitted. As Austrian citizens can travel without a visa to 180
countries and fully apply to them four EU freedoms: freedom of establishment,
freedom of enterprise, investment freedom and freedom of employment. The
condition is either:
a) Invest 4 million Euro to charities, universities, museums, etc.., on the advice of
the Austrian authorities (it is enabled, in the qualified advice) or
b) Establish or purchase a business and invest 10 million Euro in the business that
will create jobs for Austrian citizens. It does not include investments in bonds and
real estate.
Application cost is usually 600 000 Euro. We know all about the conditions and procedures and
serious applicants will be informed in order to be successful. We will strictly control their
documents and information, thereby minimizing the possibility of failure, because that application
costs are, unfortunately, irreversible.

Now is new program of economical citizenship in Hungarian

republic.

It is also the EU country in Schengen area. . This program expresses national
economic interest of Hungarian republic. If investor from third country will
invest to Hungarian state bonds as minimum 250 000 Euro for five years, he will
receive visa for five years permanent residency. And 3 month from one year he
may to live in Schengen countries. After 6 month of continuous residence in
Hungary, investor may to request for permanent settlement - economical
citizenship in Hungary. The investor may put also the request for his wife or
husband and his children too.
The conditions are inter alia:
1. To invest 250 000 Euro to state bonds according to state
recommendations. This investment is for five years and
bears interest is about 2% yearly.
2. The knowledge of Hungarian language isn't required
3. Investor must pay stamps, authority fees, notary services,
super legalization or apostilu of documents, translations of
documents and attorney of law fees, bank services. As I tell,
this program is new and will be started on May 2013.
Therefore the exact amount of fees is not yet known. But
according to our experience perhaps will be not bigger as 20
000 Euro.

With regard to naturalization, we can offer Belgium and Cyprus, but highly recommend

the UK, which has two programs under the Tier 1

United Kingdom, Tier 1:

a) Tier 1 - entrepreneur: it is expected that it will have 200,000 pounds (GBP),
establish a business and will work hard for citizens of the United Kingdom. Two jobs
mean a five-year waiting period, 10 jobs is a three-year waiting period. The condition
is actually a business, paying taxes (i.e. no loss of business or without charge), and
certified knowledge of English at level B1. Applicant will receive a visa to three years
and four months, which may be extended for two years. After five years (or three years)
and obtain permanent residence for British citizenship next year. During those six (or
four) years may not leave the United Kingdom for more than 450 days in total and in
the last twelve months, not for more than a total of 90 days. Application time is of 6
weeks, the application costs about 20 000 GBP.
b) Tier 1 - investor: investment expected one million GBP, of which at least 750 000
GBP in government bonds (advise which). Bonds get paid after five years back, but
without interest, that is what is invested, it gets. Total assets certified applicants must
be 2 million pounds. In five years, the applicant receives permanent residence and one
year after the granting of permanent residence can apply for citizenship. When
investing GBP 5 million will get permanent residence after three years and the
investment of £ 10 million is a permanent resident for two years. Application period is
six weeks, application costs 20,000 GBP.
Our support will start the contract and will accompany the client to the application for
citizenship.
Switzerland offers a residence permit for a fixed annual tax 250 000 CHF, the condition is not work, but this status gives the
opportunity to buy property in Switzerland, which is normal for foreigners practically unavailable. After twelve years, it is possible
to ask for naturalization. It is an expensive country, and I think that it is a variant for the very rich people. Naturalization is possible
in most of the EU countries, including the Czech Republic, but none for such transparent and pleasant conditions as Great Britain.

